The diploma thesis *Media reflection of the discourse of nationalist parties about immigrants: comparative analysis of the Czech and French daily newspapers* investigates the manner in which Czech and French media reflect the speech of the Czech political party Svoboda a přímá demokracie (SPD) and the French political party National Front (FN) about immigrants. The aim of the present study is to examine how much space the Czech and French daily newspapers provide to the anti-immigrant discourse of these two parties. We also look into the context in which the representatives of these political formations speak about migrants and consider the labels they use to describe them. The method used in this research is a quantitative content analysis. By its means we analysed the articles published throughout the years 2015 and 2016 in the Czech daily newspapers as well as in the French daily Le Figaro. The study focused mainly on those parts (quotations) of the articles, where the politicians or the representatives of SPD or FN speak about migrants. The results show that analysed Czech and French newspapers provide rather little space in their articles for the discourse of SPD and FN representatives about immigrants. The findings also indicate that both in the Czech and the French daily newspapers the migrants are seen mainly as a security threat, an administrative problem and recipients of social benefits. These labels vary according to the year of publication of the article as well as according to the type of the media. The research provides several interpretations of these results, stresses the potential impact of specific events and points out on the role of the journalists when shaping the media image of the refugees.